Elixir

®

Faster, cleaner runs.

It’s all good.

Keep the presses
rolling with:
Elixir WEB—web presses
Elixir SF—sheet-fed presses
Elixir DI—digital imaging presses

LOW VOCs

Elixir® Pre-Saturated Automatic
Blanket Cleaning Rolls
Your pressroom doesn’t have time for trial and error. Products need to perform—
always. Elixir Automatic Blanket Cleaning (ABC) rolls from Fiberweb Graphic
Arts Products deliver, so your print jobs will consistently meet the highest
level of quality. Mix that high quality with pre-saturated convenience and local
availability, and you have a cost-efficient solution that keeps the presses rolling.
And with low VOCs, well, it’s all good.

the p roduc t ivit y ex perts.
PREPRESS | PRESSROOM | SHEE T-FED | WEB

®

Why Elixir pre-saturated ABC rolls are

good for your shop:
• Cost-efficient—longer yardage rolls mean less
changeover for presses and more up-time which
translates to more money for your shop.
• Compatible—works with most existing sheet-fed and
web press pre-moistened blanket cleaning systems (see
updated list on website: fiberwebgraphics.com/english/
elixir.html).
• Environmentally friendly—specifically developed for
blanket cleaning applications, Elixir contains low VOCs.
• Convenient distribution—readily available through
the distributor of your choice; quick, on time delivery
reduces the need for high inventory levels and other
associated costs.

it takes a

pro.

To strive for the perfect print job. To spot the hickey everyone
else missed. To know quality printing products when he sees
or feels them. It takes a pro.
Now, consider Fiberweb Graphic Arts Products. We provide
top quality, high-performance professional products for all
areas of a printing company—prepress, pressroom, web and
sheet-fed presses—so that every aspect of your shop can
surpass productivity goals.
Our heritage goes back more than 50 years—since the first
Webril® cotton pad was introduced, revolutionizing prepress
wiping and cleaning. To see our current complete line of
graphic arts products, go to fiberwebgraphics.com.

the p roduc t ivit y ex perts.
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